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THE YEAR IN
REVIEW
Our mission at CSIRO’s Data61 is to solve Australia’s largest data‑driven
challenges. By strategically combining innovative data science and
technology with industries where we are already strong such as
agriculture, healthcare and mining, Australia has a huge opportunity
to lead the world in creating new digital products and services.
Data61’s priority is to catalyse this progress for the country,
along with our partners. The good news is we’ve made
significant strides during the past 12 months. We have
continued to strengthen our partnership with Defence Science
and Technology Group (DST Group), with 19 cyber security
projects currently underway, involving 11 universities across
Australia. In the US, we’re also building on our work with the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to apply
our research in trustworthy systems to keep autonomous
systems safe. Our teams are also playing an important role
in driving and coordinating Australia’s research activity and
investment in important future technology areas, such as
artificial intelligence, robotics and blockchain. This includes
being appointed by the Commonwealth Government to
develop the nation’s AI Technology Roadmap and Ethics
Framework, to inform on future opportunities and challenges
for Australia, from AI adoption.
In Chile, we’ve applied our flood modelling systems to inform
decision making around infrastructure in flood affected areas.
The Lion’s Share Fund launched by David Attenborough will
use AI to identify animals in advertisements, and we’ve used
our sensor networks and robots to help to identify animals
and protect habitats, including the Amazon Rainforest.
Locally, we’ve developed a solution for detecting and
monitoring black lung disease and we’ve used machine
learning to produce a new national-scale, high fidelity soil
map for farmers and their underwriters to better understand
the potential profitability of farms. These aren’t incremental
productivity gains but industry and society-changing
value creation.
Through our successful integration with the CSIRO and
the streamlining of our internal business processes, we’ve
unlocked enormous opportunities to use our data science
capabilities as a ‘force multiplier’ for contemporary scientific
investigation across different industry domains. For example,
our research into nitrogen levels on the Great Barrier Reef not
only provided crucial environmental data on coral, it also lead
to the development of a real time app that can help farmers
maximise crop yields. Our Hovermap technology achieved the
world’s first autonomous drone flight, out of line‑of‑sight, in
an underground mine in Queensland and is now being used
by early adopters around the world.

As a trusted adviser to government, we’ve been tasked with
advising on technical standards for the Data Standards Body
as part of the Consumer Data Rights initially focused on the
banking sector and are developing the national AI road map
and associated ethics framework for the country. We’ve also
been appointed to the Genomics Health Futures Mission
Steering Committee and are working with Government on the
Data Integration Partnership for Australia (DIPA) that is aiming
to maximise the use and value of government data assets
to unlock economic, societal and environmental value for
the country.
So where to next? The focus of our first year was ‘integration’
and the second was ‘experimentation’. This coming year is
all about ‘scaling’ our impact in Australia and overseas for
the benefit of the country. We want to use our 1,000+ strong
team, including 300+ PhD students, as well as deeply linking
in to other parts of CSIRO to tackle the big multidisciplinary
science and technology problems of our time. This will mean
organising around a small number of initiatives where we can
really make a difference.
Central to scaling our impact will be accelerating the growth
of the D61 network here in Australia and beyond our borders.
Locally our network has grown to include 30 Australian
universities. Internationally the D61 network now includes
renowned organisations such as the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) and the Georgia Institute of Technology,
with more to come.
We’re also making headway in terms of global influence
with at least three other countries looking to establish their
own versions of Data61, modelled in whole or in part, on our
approach. This is incredibly humbling for the team.
All of this amazing work is a credit to the Data61 team, to
the CSIRO, and to our growing number of partners and
stakeholders. Thank you all for your continued dedication,
professionalism and creativity. As we celebrate our second
year as Data61, here’s to another big year of making a
difference at home and globally.

Adrian Turner
CEO DATA61 | CSIRO
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WE ARE YOUR DATA‑DRIVEN
R&D PARTNER
WHAT WE DO

Applied Research

Advisory and Training

We carry out research with market context and help our
partners understand their data and how best to use it.

Leadership advisory and training on risk, best practice
on cyber security, data ethics and privacy.

Platform Development

Trustworthy Technologies

We create new technology platforms that underpin the
scaling of new industries and the transformation of
existing ones.

We build new technologies that enable more people to
access powerful data, systems and services.

Strategic Ventures

Supporting STEM talent

We undertake collaborative ventures to commercialise
and scale research and technologies with partners
and investors.

We support young talent in STEM through our
PhD Scholarship program and Ribit.net, our jobs
matchmaking platform for students.
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OUR IMPACT
AREAS
IMPACT AREAS

TRUST, SECURITY
AND PRIVACY

MEASURING
THE WORLD

IMPACT STATEMENTS
Delivering trustworthy analytics: Enable a fundamental change in the
way analytics is delivered; guaranteeing trust, security and privacy in the
entire process.
Building software you can trust: Create the technologies that will allow the
construction of software that can be trusted, provably secure and deliver
guaranteed results.

Data capture and analysis: Develop new methods for measurement and
analysis of the physical, biological and social world that maintains trust and
provenance in the data source.
Speed of discovery: Enable fundamental improvements in the speed
and effectiveness of scientific discovery and extraction of information by
embedding analysis closer to the source of data.

Social impact of data and technology: Ensure the success of data-driven
societal institutions that citizens can trust by understanding the risks and
interfaces for humans, technology and data.
SOCIETAL
TRANSFORMATION

Emerging platforms: Create the new platforms; both technology platforms,
and platform business models, that can underpin scaling of existing industries
and seeding of new industries.
Collaboration, training and digital upskilling: Catalyse the next generation of
collaboration networks, digital skills and knowledge needed for the future jobs
and new industries for the nation.

We have a strong delivery focus, underpinned by excellence in engineering,
technology development, UX and project management.
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OUR RESEARCH PROGRAMS
ANALYTICS

Our Analytics team identifies patterns in data sets and uses machine learning to enable
more informed decision-making in partnership with other scientists, government agencies,
businesses, and industry.

CYBER PHYSICAL
SYSTEMS

Our Cyber Physical Systems team helps our partners capture the right data and represent
it through different systems, whether at be distributed sensor networks, robots or other
automated systems.

DECISION
SCIENCES

The Decision Sciences team combines numerical modelling, artificial intelligence, social
media sentiment analysis, quantitative risk and visualisation technologies to help partners
extract and analyse information from complex systems to aid decision making whether in
emergencies, with human performance, or in financial services industries.

ENGINEERING
AND DESIGN

The Engineering and Design team creates new technology platforms to help people
interact more easily with data, systems and services.

SOFTWARE AND
COMPUTATIONAL
SYSTEMS

The Software and Computational Systems team helps to develop trustworthy software to
help make sense of data and enable it to be shared safely. The research program focuses on
next generation technologies in secure data sharing, distributed and trusted data analytics,
trustworthy and secure systems, collaborative computational platforms, legal informatics,
blockchain and biological data visualisation.

We are organised into the following program areas to achieve our impact focus:
Lead in creating Australia’s data-driven future

STRATEGY

Seed new data-driven industries for Australia
underpinned by deep science and technology

MARKET CONTEXT

MISSION

INDUSTRY ENGAGEMENT

NATIONAL DIGITAL + DOMAIN CHALLENGES
INITIAL
TECHNOLOGY
PROGRAMS

Investigative
analytics

Open data

Regulation as a
platform

Spatial
intelligence

Cyber physical
systems

Machine learning
and analytics

Software and
computational
systems

Decision
sciences

• Comuputer
vision
• Distributed
sensing

• Scientific
discovery

• Cybersecurity

• Model driven
learning

• Distributed
ledger

• Privacy

• Image analysis

• Optimisation
and Risk
Analytics
• Knowledge
Discovery and
Management
• Computational
Modelling and
Simulation

SCIENCE
VISION

TRUST

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

• Robotics
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
ACHIEVEMENTS
During FY2017/18, CSIRO’s Data61 researchers were involved in the
submission or publication of a total of more than 500 research papers, in
addition to work being cited approximately 200 times.
Our research was targeted at pressing, significant challenges, with outcomes that
directly benefit Australian citizens. Some examples of research published by Data61
researchers, affiliates and members of our networks include:
• Artificial intelligence tools for increasing the efficiency of matching during the
organ donation process.
• How weather impacts mood, sentiment and public expression on social media.
• The use of evolutionary algorithms to create walk cycles for robots that can be
used for remote inspection and rescue in disaster situations.
• Machine learning enables the use of finding out a person’s cognitive load
by looking at their blood volume pulse signals – an unobtrusive way of
examining mental state.
• A paper studying the privacy challenges raised by the collection and
monitoring of a user’s touch gestures on smartphones.
• An examination of the value of applying machine learning frameworks to
predict the failure of water pipes.
• Large-scale simulations that reveal the value of ‘social sensing’ – social
media posts – in predicting the rate of spread of infectious disease, and
where possible, preventing or reducing their outbreak.
• The use of uncrewed aerial vehicles for surveying marine fauna.
• The harvesting of kinetic energy and the identification of individuals using
wearable devices such as smartwatches
• Using neural networks to reflect real-word patterns in the short-term
prediction of passenger demand in public transport.
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AN INNOVATION
CATALYST
In the past year, we’ve collaborated on a collection of industry-leading initiatives
aimed at tackling the most significant challenges in contemporary data science,
including ethics, cybersecurity, and privacy. A selection of these is below:

3A Institute

Sixth Wave Alliance

We are collaborating with the Australian National
University on the Autonomy, Agency and Assurance
Innovation Institute (3A Institute). It brings together the
best researchers from around the world and a range
of disciplines, to build a new applied science around
the management of artificial intelligence, data and
technology and of their impact on humanity.

We led the establishment of the Sixth Wave Alliance,
a network that brings together Australian industry,
research and government collaborators in order to
promote and facilitate the adoption and creation of
robotics and automation technology for the benefit
of Australia.

ASEAN Sunrise Industries and Vietnam Today Reports

DST Partnership

Our Insight team launched the ASEAN Sunrise industries report at the ASEAN
Leaders Summit in Sydney, which identified the top seven emerging industries
within ASEAN and neighbouring nations that will fuel future regional growth,
international collaboration and job creation. In addition, the team has produced
a report on Vietnam’s Future Digital Economy, for Vietnam’s Ministry for Science
and Technology. It examines the state of Vietnam’s economy and digital economy
at the beginning of 2018, and the trends that will affect its development over the
next 20 years. The Vietnamese Minister for Science and technology launched the
Data61 Insight Team 2038 digital economy scenarios as the basis for the national
digital economy strategy at the Industry 4.0 Summit in Hanoi.

A new collaborative research
project between Data61 and
the Defence Science and
Technology group to fund
next-generation technology,
this partnership will look at
the creation of prototype
systems that can be practically
applied to defence problems.

Immersive Environments Lab

Cybersecurity CRC

We unveiled its new Immersive Environments Lab,
a purpose-built facility for applied research into
novel augmented reality, virtual reality and 3D Web
technologies. The Immersive Environments Lab
facilitates collaboration between industry, government
and universities to place Australia at the forefront of
this next wave of technology which will reinvent our
industries and create new ways of working and playing.

We are part of the Cybersecurity Cooperative Research
Centre (CRC), launched by Michaelia Cash, Minister for
Jobs and Innovation and Angus Taylor, Minister for Law
Enforcement and Cyber Security. Based at Edith Cowan
University in Perth, the Cybersecurity CRC is the result
of collaboration between industry, government and the
research sector.
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IMPACT, RECOGNITION,
COLLABORATION AND TALENT
Below is an overview of some of the accomplishments over the year by the team:
• The Trustworthy Systems research group’s work on seL4 secure microkernels has seen the CSIRO join
the RISC-V coalition as a corporate member, contributing to security related standards which inform the
secure design of software systems.
• The group has also secured a EUR$1.97M (AUD$3.2M) contract with Hensoldt, a German based Airbus
spinout company to verify the seL4 microkernel to the RISC-V architecture.

SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
IMPACT

• The Trustworthy Systems team is working with Rockwell Collins and DARPA, to apply the seL4
Microkernel to mathematically secure autonomous systems such as UAVs and also to a commonly used
functional programming language. The first phase of the work is $1m.
• The Great Barrier Reef team published a paper demonstrating different ways of visualising uncertainty,
identifying hot spots and targets for future monitoring and remediation activities to be used by
decision-makers.
• The Cyber-physical Systems team visited Gabon in Africa as part of the ‘Vertebrate Pest Detect-andDeter project’ to develop intelligent autonomous deterring systems to prevent vertebrate pests such as
elephants from ruining crops.
• The Hovermap team demonstrated the world’s first autonomous drone flight, out of line-of-sight, in an
underground mine in Queensland.
• The Engineering & Design team released the first version of Regulation as a Platform, allowing
government agencies to create and maintain logical versions of industry legislation and regulation.
• The Ecological and Environmental risk team is conducting a third risk assessment as part of the
‘Target Malaria’ initiative, which is aiming to reduce the population of malaria-transmitting mosquitoes
in sub-Saharan Africa.
• The Analytics team is taking part in the ‘Australian-Singapore Strategic Collaboration’ initiative, bringing
together high-calibre researchers to merge international expertise in order to deal with key challenges
in traffic incident analysis and management. Participants include Swinburne University of Technology as
well as National University of Singapore and Nanyang Technological University from Singapore.
• A project team led by Hanna Suominen in Analytics was awarded $10m of funding over the next five
years, as part of the Australian National University Grand Challenge. Their work aims to revolutionise
personalised medicine through wearable sensors, with genomics tailed to needs.
• Coviu, a Data61 spinout, raised $1m from venture capital firm Main Sequence Ventures to provide
Australians with greater access to interactive medical treatment in the comfort of their own homes.
• Ayvri (formerly Doarama), a 3D web-based visualisation engine, was spun out of Data61 and has become
its own entity.
• Data61 Natural Hazards group has seen their bushfire modelling system, ‘Spark’, receive two prestigious
national awards from the Spatial Industry (SSSI), highly commended for its effectiveness and
commerciality, as well as winning the Victorian iAward in the category for research and development.

AWARDS AND
RECOGNITION

• Hovermap is a drone autonomy and 3D lidar mapping payload, which allows a drone to detect and avoid
collisions, navigate in GPS-denied environments, build accurate 3D maps, and perform autonomous
beyond line-of-sight missions. This enables a drone to fly autonomously in an underground mine to map
inaccessible areas, improving safety and providing valuable data that is otherwise impossible to collect.
This team won an iAward in Queensland in the ‘Industrial and Primary Industries’ category.
• Data61’s Quantitative Imaging team received an ACT iAward for their ‘Holographic Tour System’ project,
developed in collaboration with the Powerhouse Museum. Using new types of collaborative Augmented
Reality (AR), the project enables the face-to-face exploration of deeper stories about objects of
cultural importance.
• J. Zhou, S. Z. Arshad S. Luo and F. Chen won the Reviewer’s Choice Award and Brian Shackel Award for
their paper in INTERACT2017 in recognition of the most outstanding contribution with international
impact in the field of human interaction with computers and information technology.
• The Analytics team won the ‘Research and Innovation Award’ at the Australian Water Association NSW
Annual Awards.
• Data61’s ‘Kinetic Energy Harvesting’ (KEH) team led by Sara Khalifa took out the merit award in the R&D
category of the Asia Pacific ICT Awards. ‘KEH-Sense’ is game-changing technology for self-powering
wearable devices.
• TerriaJS™, from the Engineering & Design team won a Merit Award at the latest NSW iAwards. TerriaJS™
is an advanced mapping software that provides access to large numbers of spatial data services directly
from the original data custodian and allows users to search, explore, share and add to maps.
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• A total of 262 collaborative projects completed for the year.
• Data61 launched a collaboration with the Australian National University to launch the 3A Institute,
building a new applied science around the management of AI, data and technology and their
impact on humanity.

COLLABORATIONS,
PARTNERSHIPS

• Data61 partnered with General Electric to improve the Royal Australian Navy’s fleet engine
performance.
• Data61 announced a partnership with Ruralco to drive digital farming in Australia.
• Data61 participated in the Blockchain Inner Pacific project with the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade, to demonstrate the ability of blockchain to advance trade between partners in
the Pacific.
• The Distributed Sensing Systems Group’s Senaps platform is set to be used for the city of Newcastle
proposal ‘Smart Move Newcastle: Intelligent Mobility, Energy and Data Networks’.
• Data61 delivered a Cyber for Directors course with AICD
• Data61 was appointed by the Treasurer to advise on technical standards for the Data Standards
Body and the Consumer Data Right

LEADERSHIP,
IDEAS AND
GLOBAL IMPACT

• The Insight team released a report into ‘Sunrise Industries’ in the ASEAN region, and a report
exploring Vietnam’s opportunities and challenges in the near future, in conjunction with Vietnam’s
Ministry of Science and Technology.
• The Robotics and Sensing teams travelled to the Amazon rainforest to test and deploy a sensor
network for detecting rare species, alongside a prototype autonomous legged robot designed to
deliver high-value payloads.
• The federal government appointed Data61 to develop an artificial intelligence roadmap, including
an ethics framework for AI.
• Data61 was appointed to the Genomics Health Futures Mission Steering Committee to provide data
and digital expertise to inform the operational plan for the Genomics Health Futures Mission.
• Data61’s natural hazards modelling work goes overseas, with a partnership in Chile to predict the
spread of bushfire risk using our Spark software, in addition to flood modelling in nearby regions
from the same team.
• Data61’s Stefan Hajkowicz delivered a keynote talk at Vivid Sydney on Digital Megatrends and
published a Digital Megatrends Report.
• Data61’s Adrian Turner gave keynote talks at the ASEAN Australia Special Summit’s SME Conference
and at the AFR Innovation Summit.
• Data61’s PhD Scholarship program continued in FY18, attracting 87 new starters and creating
networks between smart young minds in Australia.
• Ribit, our online matchmaking platform that directly connects students to innovative companies
with skills they need ran 14 events, connected 4,500 students/job seekers with potential employers
and grew the number of participants on the platform by 91%.

LEADING
TALENT

• Expert Connect, our database of Australia’s research experts designed to boost industry-researcher
collaboration partnered with over 60 organisations and added 10,000 profiles growing the
network of talent available for collaboration by over 20%.
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MOVING FORWARD:
THE STRATEGY IN MOTION
As an organisation CSIRO’s Data61 has achieved a great deal in our two
years of operations, but we don’t work in isolation. We operate as part of a
network, bringing together government, industry and academia to work on
breakthrough technologies and applied R&D.

CORPORATIONS
Outsourced R&D
Strategic innovation

GOVERNMENTS
Digital service
Transformation
Policy analytics

ACADEMIA
Collaboration
Agreements
PhD scholarships

HIGH GROWTH SMEs
Partnership with
growth centres
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Looking ahead there’s plenty more to do. We are excited to
kick-off the year with a range of important projects such as
the creation of a national AI roadmap, leading the nation’s
robotics R&D strategy, and acting as the Data Standards Body
for new Consumer Data Right legislation.
Key initiatives for the next 12 months include:

Unlocking R&D in Australia
Australia has incredible potential to boost our R&D
capabilities and become a global leader across industries.
We have challenged our traditional approach to R&D,
increasing collaboration across industry, government and
academia through the D61+ Network. Our Expert Connect
platform provides a searchable database of Australia’s
research expertise, with more than 50,000 expert profiles
from over 220 research organisations.
We have also launched the Data61 National Challenges
Program, which is designed to facilitate stronger
collaboration between research, government and industry
on strategic and national challenges to accelerate large
scale outcomes.
The initial challenge is focussed on food provenance and
supply chain traceability with the NSW Department of
Primary Industries and others as partners. The aim of this
challenge is to ensure product integrity and minimise food
fraud specifically for foods such as cherries, rock lobsters,
abalone and citrus.

Translation of research into products
and services
The Technology Programs at Data61 are the pathways to
commercialisations that align our multidisciplinary teams.
Our technology programs will focus on the following:
• Investigative Analytics: Providing a technology platform
that supplies usable machine learning capabilities
for the analysis of network graphs typically found in
law enforcement and other investigative functions of
government and industry.
• Expanding access to sensitive data: Developing deployable
technologies to enable the safe use and analysis
of sensitive data (particularly government data) by
government, companies, policy researchers and others.
• Regtech: Developing and delivering technologies that
identify and reduce regulatory burden and friction for
government, businesses and individuals.

Global focus
In the networked world we are moving to, Australian
organisations must have a global perspective if it wants to
grow. Data61 has a key role in helping our partners realise
this. Supporting our local economy, nurturing innovation and
creating local jobs means looking outwards to gauge where
best to allocate our research effort and labour resources.
We can then leverage our growing global network to
accelerate the growth and diffusion of our technologies.

Further national challenges will be announced, bringing
together government, industry and academia to solve
a common problem that no single organisation can
solve alone.
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CONTACT US

t

1300 363 400
+61 3 9545 2176
e csiroenquiries@csiro.au
w www.data61.csiro.au

WE DO THE EXTRAORDINARY EVERY DAY

We innovate for tomorrow and help
improve today – for our customers,
all Australians and the world.
WE IMAGINE
WE COLLABORATE
WE INNOVATE
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